
 
Overview of Curriculum for Literacy Lessons – Academic Year 2021-22 

 

Year Group September (Autumn Term 1) October (Autumn Term 1) November (Autumn Term 2) December (Autumn Term 2) 
 

7 
 

Students will cover an ‘Emotional Literacy’ unit to start their transition OIEA. Part bridging unit, part reading and oracy unit, students will read the non-fiction book You Are Awesome by Matthew Syed, famed 
for his books on resilience and growth mindset, in their once-a-week lessons. This unit will nurture a Reading for Betterment culture, as spiralled throughout the English KS3 curriculum and the wider school. It 

will help develop resilience and growth-mindset; the ‘Emotional Literacy’ focus essential post-Lockdown. Reading a whole non-fiction book over a term sets the tone for a comprehensive reading culture, 
provides ample opportunity for discussion (oracy is a whole school priority) and encourages self-reflection to shape curious minds. This unit takes structured guided reading and reading aloud styles of 

approach, ensuring staff model good reading behaviours such as intonation, fluency, and pronunciation. Written and reflective discussion tasks sit alongside each lesson’s reading on different topics and 
chapters as covered in You Are Awesome. 

The core literacy knowledge covered in this unit is: semantics (text meaning). 
This ties into the whole school Literacy priority of reading as it encourages the following: reading aloud, discussion and oracy skills, reading for betterment (R4B). 

Year Group January (Spring Term 1) February (Spring Term 1) March (Spring Term 2) April (Spring Term 2) 
 

7 
 

In Spring Term 1, students build upon the previous guided reading unit by taking on the 
‘Reading For Meaning’ unit. This unit has students exploring a series of unseen story 
snippets or short stories from nineteenth-century texts to modern novels, each text 
increasing in challenge, with students explicitly learning reading techniques such as 

skimming and scanning, as well as building up their analytical inference skills. This unit 
builds on the reading focus previously, assessing instead their inference skills, 

understanding and comprehension, a more analytical side of reading. The inference 
focus helps students to unlock wider meaning in all things, helping students form maps 

of understanding and accessibility. 
The core literacy knowledge covered in this unit is: semantics (text meaning) and 

morphology (word-level grammar focus). 
This ties into the whole school Literacy priority of reading as it encourages the 

following: reading aloud, discussion and oracy skills, reading for betterment (R4B). 

In Spring Term 2, students build yet again on their previous skills and knowledge developed in their two reading-based 
units by covering the ‘Forensic Linguist’ unit. Students focus on decoding linguistic patterns whilst reading pieces of 

evidence to solve an overarching mystery. This explicitly builds on inference from previous unit, as this is an 
opportunity to now apply these analytical skills. The unit also starts to cover core knowledge of literacy, on grammar 

and word classes. The focus is on language analysis and inference, with reinforcement and development work on 
grammar, punctuation, and spelling built in – it provides students with an awareness of their own literacy and 

‘linguistic footprint’. Class discussion, debate and student presentations mean students will have to justify and defend 
their choice of culprit by using evidence they have gathered and words they have analysed. All based on the work of 

Tim Grant from the Forensic Linguistic Department at Aston University. 
The core literacy knowledge covered in this unit is: semantics (text meaning), morphology (word-level grammar 

focus) and phonology (pronunciation, phoneme/sound awareness). 
This ties into the whole school Literacy priority of reading as it encourages the following: reading aloud, discussion 

and oracy skills. 

Year Group May (Summer Term 1) June (Summer Term 2) July (Summer Term 2) 
 

7 

In Summer Term 1, students in Y7 will continue to develop the core knowledge and 
skills gained so far (particularly in reading skills and awareness of grammar and word-
level analysis) by studying the ‘Grammar for Writing: Part 1’ unit. Students develop 

their linguistic analysis skills; they continue to build upon what they have so far covered 
on the core components of grammar in more short unseen extracts. However, rather 
than assessing inference and comprehension as in the unit in Spring Term 1, students 

now delve into a deeper analysis of inference and grammar, covering tenses and 
sentence forms/types, and applying these techniques as found in their reading to their 

own writing. This unit builds on previous units in terms of developing oracy and 
emotional literacy; it creates debate and discussion on a range of thought-provoking 

topics. 
The core literacy knowledge covered in this unit is: semantics (text meaning), 

morphology (word-level grammar focus), phonology (pronunciation, phoneme/sound 
awareness) and orthography (spelling and punctuation patterns and predictability). 

This ties into the whole school Literacy priority of reading as it encourages the 
following: reading aloud, discussion and oracy skills. 

In Summer Term 2, students continue their ‘Grammar for Writing’ unit by moving to the explicit writing focus: 
‘Grammar for Writing: Part 2’ unit. This unit showcases all their linguistic analysis skills developed so far, with 

students applying their knowledge of grammar, word classes, spelling patterns, etc. All the skills covered previously 
culminate to form this writing unit, where they apply their knowledge and understanding in extended writing. This 

explicitly builds upon the previous skills of emotional literacy/resilience, reading comprehension, inference skills and 
linguistic analysis (word-classes, tenses) with a specific focus on sentence-level construction to develop into extended 
pieces of writing, both fiction and non-fiction. This acts as a ‘graduation’ unit, readying students for Y8 and further KS3 

study in all written subjects. Students leave this unit with the core knowledge components of literacy, as well as 
essential skills such as inference and analysis, reading techniques such as skimming, scanning and ‘zooming’, and 

oracy. 
The core literacy knowledge covered in this unit is: semantics (text meaning), morphology (word-level grammar 

focus), phonology (pronunciation, phoneme/sound awareness), orthography (spelling and punctuation patterns and 
predictability) and syntax (sentence types and manipulation). 

This ties into the whole school Literacy priority of reading as it encourages the following: reading aloud, discussion 
and oracy skills. 

 


